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Revised Curriculum = Revising Assessment

�Who are my learners? Collectively & Individually
�How will my students be involved in assessment & learning?
�What tools or tech will I use to support an holistic approach?

�Are there ways to make my job more efficient?
�Are there ways to support students more individually?

For links and planning templates, visit: https://blogs.ubc.ca/learningdesign/designing-learning-experiences/ 



Find the Right ‘system’

The right system might not be digital
Planning for frequent assessment is not 
optional…

Considerations:

• Ready access to 
technologies

• BYOD policies
• T needs & purpose



As a TC, which of the following is your 
current priority?

1. Providing students with meaningful and timely 
feedback;

2. Making learning active and engaging;
3. Assessing prior knowledge.



Gamification and anonymous response



Selection Questions, rapid response



A ‘new to me’ option…

�Free unlimited 
participants

�Limits # of questions 
per presentation (7)

�Multiple question types 
and response views.



Discuss and Respond:

Which approach do you think might work best?

A. study study study study – test

B. study study study test – test

C. study study test test – test

D. study test test test – test



You see… I see...





Assessment for Learning

Study, test, test, test  √

As formative assessment, 
frequent low to no stakes 
questioning and feedback  
(while they are engaged) can 
help shape students’ thinking   



Make Thinking Visible
• Anonymous response
• Graphical display provides immediate feedback
• Provide opportunities to review and revise response
• Rapid response to activate and assess prior knowledge



Ask effective 
questions

• To cause thinking and provide information to the 
teacher (and learner) about what to do next
• To collect information to inform teaching



What types of questions?

�Discussion starting 
�Misconception catching
�Concept checking
�Information Recall
�Information Gathering

cc R. Talbert Slideshare



Use an Effective Teaching Strategy

"question-driven instruction, dialogical discourse, 
formative assessment and meta-level 

communication"

Beatty, I.D. & Gerace, W.J (2009)



Discussion based strategies

�Randomized responses followed by volunteers
�Turn & talk, then respond
�Poll, Display graphic, turn & talk/small group 

discussion or debate, ‘retake’ poll
�Voting
�Video or image as a prompt



Effective Formative 
Assessment

• Randomized response vs. 
volunteer
• Craft SELECTION questions 

in advance
• Include short answer 

SUPPLY questions when 
possible 

From: Embedding Formative Assessment, William & Leahy, 2015 p. 80 



Questioning for Formative Assessment  

From: Embedding Formative Assessment, William and Lahey, 2015, p.80  



Scarfe Digital Sandbox Presents:

This month in SCARFE 155, Education Library:
�Gearing up for practicum: Incorporating 

Assessment Strategies (Jan 23 & 25) RSVP 
https://tinyurl.com/epse310

�De-Stress activities Wed. Jan 24th



answergarden.ch/624735

What strategies or response 
system might you use in your 
planning/teaching?

NB: site set to moderate… I’ll check and approve responses!
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